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Good News that Never Ends

telling, the living, and the offerings of our worship and
praise.

So they went out and fled from the tomb, for terror and
amazement had seized them; and they said nothing to
anyone, for they were afraid. Mark 16:8

It is a story made known in bread in wine, in water and
word, in the silent spaces and sin-darkened places. Not even
our human fear and silence can stop it from breaking loose
and pouring forth in love, grace, and mercy. The empty
tomb is no empty promise. So even if we find ourselves
struck dumb by fear, captivated and amazed by that which
seems so unreal, and fleeing the scene, know that a new
beginning surely dawns. The good news of Jesus Christ is
for all people in every time and place. Take heart. Hang in
there. You will find your voice to share this never-ending
story of mercy, hope, and grace.

Mark’s gospel begins with these words: “The beginning of
the Good News of Jesus Christ, the Son of God.” Now just
16 short chapters later, the original ending comes to an
abrupt halt with fearful and silenced women. Of course,
that wouldn’t do, so an alternate ending seeks to fill in the
gaps and make the scene more palatable. But maybe fear
is the order of the day–raw, uncensored, and real.
Wouldn’t you be fearful when everything you knew and
understood about your world had been ripped apart and
put back together in an amazing way? So now what?
However in the world would one begin again?

~ Sharron R. Blezard, Stewardship of Life

Truth be told, more than 2,000 years later there’s still a lot
of fear in the air. The story is really no less terrifying and
amazing despite our many attempts to sanitize and manage
it. We don’t have pat answers, only fragile hope and
wavering faith, and an utter dependence on that empty
tomb.

Might the starkness of Mark’s resurrection narrative
inspire us to celebrate Easter in a manner less fussily than
we are accustomed, leaving the festival pageantry, the
pomp and the frills of sanctuary worship for the simple
beauty of a sunrise service? We can gather on hilltops or
in graveyards, worshipers huddling to hear the familiar
words, sing a few hymns, cling to resurrection hope, and
head back in silence to fellowship hall breakfasts and the
dawning of an unvarnished new day.
The empty tomb provides a blank slate on which to record
the next chapter of the Good News for this generation, for
our time and context. Like those first disciples and
witnesses, we are imperfect, bumbling, and prone to
failure and disillusionment. Despite that fact, nothing can
stop the gospel. We know from our first reading this week
(Acts 10:34-43) that Peter and the others reclaimed their
voices and stepped into the light of day to tell the story of
Jesus Christ, crucified and risen, so that all who believe in
him receive forgiveness of sins. Truly this is Good News
that never ends, a story that begins again and again in the

Easter God, roll away the stone from the tomb of my
heart.
Let the morning light of your love shine in.
As light forgives darkness, fills it, transforms it,
your love forgives me, fills me, transforms me.
I am not among the dead— my guilt, my shame, my
fear. You have brought me to life.
The light of your love raises me, sets me free, leads
me out into this new day,
beloved, living, made new.
~ Steve Garnaas-Holmes, Unfolding Light

Reflecting on the Word
____1st Reading: Acts 10:34-43
What areas of division between groups of people do you
think are the strongest in our culture? Why? Now that
Peter has the opportunity to tell Cornelius and the others
whatever he wants, what does he highlight? How does the
gospel Peter preaches challenge Cornelius’ goodness?
What is meant by “Good news of peace?” How did Jesus
want Peter (and now us) to speak of him? Are there any
racial, cultural or social barriers to sharing the gospel in
your own life? Have you drawn any boundary lines that
shouldn’t be there? Have you considered some people too
far from God? If so what are / were those lines? How
does Jesus’ love crush any and all barriers? Local Church,
Redemption Gateway

____Psalm Reading: Psalm 118:1-2, 14-24
“Blessed is the one who comes in the name of the LORD”
is cited in all four gospels as the phrase shouted by the
crowds as Jesus entered Jerusalem on Palm Sunday. From
our vantage point then, these words clearly applied to
Jesus in messianic expectation. But what of their original
intent? Is messianic expectation their original meaning?
Or is there something else to which they point? This text
is the featured Psalm on both Psalm Sunday and Easter
Sunday in most lectionaries. Given their place on either
side of Holy Week, how do you feel about this Psalm as a
bookend for Holy Week? Consider its content, its mood,
its allusions and traditional associations… Sitting in the
Gap

The new rises through the old - our sins and mistakes,
our frail bodies, our histories, events, relationships,
tragedies, our senses, our memories, our intellects,
our imaginations. In the fourth century Hilary of
Poitiers wrote "God will repair what has been
shattered, but not by mending it with something else.
Rather, out of the old and very same material of its
origin, God will impart to it an appearance of beauty
pleasing to Himself."
Here is the core gift of Christianity. We participate in
the Resurrection: we become Christ's body and like
shafts of wheat we lose our dry husks and rise from
the old with godlike marks. Even the forces of hell
contends with this principle. Seeking to grasp a body
it meets God instead. Seeking to overtake earth it
encounters heaven. But how obvious is this? Can we
speed up time? Can we know what happens beyond
and behind our senses? No. But in addition to
observing resurrection in nature, a liturgical life
offers training in subtle awareness of the fundamental
truth of regeneration. Sign after sign. Dawn after
dawn.
With wishes for a holy Pascha and joyful Eastertide.
~ Suzanne Guthrie, At the Edge of Enclosure

Praying Toward Sunday
The Possibility Prayer
Yes. It can happen.
Yes. It can take place.
Yes. God can do it.
After all, the angel said "Do not be afraid."
After all, the tomb was found empty.
After all, the Spirit, "will pray for you."
After all, God wants peace and reconciliation
After all, God's name is "justice."
After all, God is "liberation."
Yes. It can happen.
Yes. It can take place.
Yes. God can do it.
~ Center of Concern
____3rd Reading: I Corinthians 15:1-11

In many translations, Paul writes they “are being saved”– a
continuous, ongoing process. Is it unusual for you to think
of salvation in this way? How is our salvation an ongoing
process? Note the order of Jesus’ appearances. Why does
Paul list them this way? What point is he making about his
own apostleship? What do you recall of Paul’s conversion
story? If you need a reminder, review Acts 9:1-22. What
were the effects of Paul’s encounter with the Risen Christ?
What changes took place in his life? Not all of us are
transformed as suddenly as Paul…What subtle and gentle
ways does God transform us over time? We think of
sudden transformations as more dramatic, but how can the
gradual transformations be just as powerful, if not more?
How have you seen God’s transformation in your life?
How is the Risen Christ transforming you even now? Faith
Element

____4th Reading: John 20:1-18
Do you think that the story of the resurrection has lost
some of its power for those of us who have heard it so
many times? All four Gospels report that the women were
the first to discover the resurrection. How were they
(especially Mary) uniquely fitted for this experience? Why
do you think John (the “other disciple”) chose not to enter
the tomb at first? What emotions might Mary and the
others have experienced at seeing the tomb disturbed and
Jesus’ body missing? Why do you think Jesus chose to
appear first to Mary? What finally makes Mary realize she
is talking to Jesus? Why is this significant? What do you
think Jesus meant when he told Mary not to “hold on” to
him? What is especially significant about Mary’s role as
messenger to the other followers of Jesus? Why is it
important to continually revisit this story, even though we
know it so well? How can we experience it anew so that it
remains fresh and meaningful? Faith Element

